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TOM PRICE DISTRICT HOSPITAL 
Grievance 

MR B.J. GRYLLS (Merredin - Leader of the National Party) [9.54 am]:  My grievance is to the Minister for 
Health about the Tom Price District Hospital.  I have asked several questions in Parliament about the issue.  I 
have travelled to Tom Price twice and I receive a constant stream of telephone calls from the Tom Price 
community about this issue. 

I will begin by trying to get an understanding from the minister of what he believes a downgrade of a hospital to 
be.  It is my understanding that the hub-and-spoke policy of the WA Country Health Service is to centralise 
services in the hub hospitals.  Those spoke hospitals that feed into the major hub hospitals have some of their 
services transferred to the hub hospitals.  That is what has happened in the wheatbelt and is currently happening 
in the Pilbara.  The fact that we constantly argue about whether a downgrade has occurred should be compared 
with the view of the community that has been going to the hospital for services for many years.  The community 
finds itself needing to transfer four and a half hours down the road to access services it used to get at Tom Price.  
The community regards it as a downgrade.  We can argue about the wording as often as we like.  That 
downgrade is happening in the wheatbelt, and it seems it is happening in Tom Price as well. 
The minister said that I am being used by the Tom Price community action group.  I hope that after I have given 
the minister some examples today, he and the WA Country Health Service will investigate the issue and see that, 
rather than being used, all I am doing is putting on the record some very poor service delivery by the WA 
Country Health Service in Tom Price.  At the end of the day, it should be in both our interests that these issues 
are highlighted and acted upon. 
I will refer to some of the cases that I have raised in Parliament.  However, I need to do it again.  I refer firstly to 
Jenny Gallagher.  When I asked a question on this matter, I used her newly married name, which is Ryle.  The 
question was dated 11 September 2006.  She was twice forced to make the 400-kilometre trip to Port Hedland 
lying on the back seat of a car due to a bleeding internal abscess.  Despite being in intense pain and having 
constant heavy blood loss, Mrs Ryle was instructed to make the long road trip to Port Hedland for treatment 
despite her wish to fly to Perth instead.  Upon arrival in Port Hedland, after having no food or drink, Mrs Ryle 
was left in the waiting room for a further two hours and was unable to sit down due to the pain.  She received 
surgery that night only after insisting that she could not wait until the morning. 

I will also talk about the case of young Joe Cullinan, who broke his arm in Tom Price.  The local hospital could 
not deal with his broken arm, and the Cullinan family was forced to drive four and a half hours to Port Hedland 
in the middle of the night.  I am trying to establish a point here: if the minister’s hub-and-spoke model is to 
work, we cannot have a situation in which families have to take it upon themselves to do the transfers.  There 
seems to be no policy on transfers from Tom Price to Port Hedland.  I have given the minister two examples in 
the past two months in which the system has gone completely pear shaped.  I have given two examples where, 
upon patients arriving in Port Hedland, it is clear that the hospital was not properly briefed on the fact that 
patients were making the trip.  There is one very big difference between the hub-and-spoke service in the 
wheatbelt and the hub-and-spoke service in Tom Price.  In my home town of Corrigin, we are one hour’s drive 
from Narrogin and Merredin, and an hour and a half from Northam.  Those towns have three regional hospitals 
that are capable of dealing with most cases.  My home town is also about three hours’ drive from Perth, where all 
the services can be found.  If a person is in Tom Price, his only option is to drive four and a half hours to Port 
Hedland.  It is a very different scenario with the hub-and-spoke system in the wheatbelt from that in the Pilbara.   

Since the changes were made, the WA Country Health Service has made a series of promises to the community.  
However, the community is agitated because the promises have not been kept.  The patient care assistants who 
have taken the place of nurses have not been trained.  The extra services that were promised in the initial 
consultation meetings have not been delivered.  Even the maintenance on buildings seems to be falling way 
behind.  I saw cladding falling off a building I visited last week.  At the community meeting I attended, one of 
the patients said that a gaping hole in the roof of the surgery theatre was covered with black plastic.  It seems to 
the community that the system in Tom Price is falling apart.  The community has every right to be angry about 
that situation. 

I will give the minister more examples.  A meeting in Tom Price was attended by 100 people a fortnight ago.  I 
was there.  A lady at the meeting indicated that she had flown to Port Hedland to have her baby, but she could 
not be seen.  She was sent back.  Flying for her was all right, but what about her family who were travelling by 
road?  They were driving back and forth from Port Hedland to Tom Price because the system does not work.  
Another lady who attended the meeting said that she went to the Tom Price hospital to have her blood pressure 
taken, but it could not be taken.  Those are examples from people in the community standing up at a public 
meeting telling their stories of how they are disappointed with the service delivery at Tom Price.  A gentleman 
by the name of Bob Sirr, and he would be happy to have his name mentioned in the Parliament, had a trigger 
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finger problem and had to go to Karratha for treatment.  It cost him two night’s accommodation, at $195 per 
night.  It might be different if a person could return to his home at night, but when he needs to stay overnight and 
is then $390 out of pocket, members can understand why the Tom Price community is angry.   

The community has a large Aboriginal population.  The local Gumula group has offered $100 000 to the hospital 
to purchase a dialysis unit, but the hospital has not accepted that offer because it does not have the staff to 
oversee its operation.  This illustrates the challenges confronting the community.  The minister tells me that I am 
being used by the community when I raise these issues.  I do not feel I am being used by Jenny Gallagher, Joe 
Cullinan, the Aboriginal community in its aim to get a dialysis unit or Bob Sirr in raising his $390 out-of-pocket 
trip.   

I call on the minister to work with the WA Country Health Service to commit to ensuring the implementation of 
a transport policy to get patients to and from Tom Price to Port Hedland with accommodation available at a 
reasonable cost; to placing the nursing staff in the hospital so that the Gumula group can donate $100 000 to the 
hospital for it to purchase the dialysis unit; to having the personal care attendants trained before Christmas, 
because PCAs have replaced the nurses; and investigate the possibility of bringing an obstetrics unit to the town 
so that 120 families are not torn apart for the last month of a woman’s pregnancy because she has to travel to 
Port Hedland to have a baby.   

MR J.A. McGINTY (Fremantle - Minister for Health) [10.02 am]:  When this matter was raised by the 
Leader of the National Party earlier this week, I was concerned that the WA Country Health Service might have 
been a bit too smart by half.  I contacted the service over the question of the name of Gallagher, which the 
member said was the maiden name of the woman concerned, and Ryle, her married name.  The staff of the local 
health authority assured me that they were completely unaware of a change of name.  I made sure that they were 
quizzed on that issue and were not giving me a smart answer.  They assured me that that was not the case.  In 
fact, they said that no-one by the name of Gallagher had been treated at the hospital.  I asked them to check 
every name that was similar to Ryle or -  
Mr B.J. Grylls:  There is no record of Gallagher in Tom Price?   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  No.  They did find a person by the name of Gallaghan, and they think that that is the 
person in question.  That was the closest name to Gallagher.  Although the issue pertaining to Ryle was raised, 
the actual name was Gallaghan.  Mrs Ryle, or Mrs Gallaghan, did not get treated and did not present herself to 
the Tom Price District Hospital.  She was being treated by a private general practitioner in the town.  What 
transpired between the private GP and Mrs Gallaghan, or Mrs Ryle, - I will call her Ryle because it will be easier 
for present purposes - was that the private GP made arrangements for her to privately travel to Port Hedland 
without presenting at the Tom Price hospital.  Had she presented at that hospital, an appropriate clinical decision 
would have been made including transportation, if appropriate, via the Royal Flying Doctor Service to Port 
Hedland.  She was a private patient being attended by a private GP who made no reference to the Tom Price 
hospital.  Some months ago, and as part of the clinical decision that was then made, she was referred to her GP 
because of the nature of the complaint.  The local GP continued to treat Mrs Ryle until she presented on this 
night and travelled to Port Hedland.   
Mr B.J. Grylls:  This is why we have a problem with the bed average.  The patient is told not to present to the 
hospital and the bed average is only two.  You can see why it is only two; people do not get to the hospital.   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  If a patient does not present to the hospital, it can scarcely be said to be the hospital’s 
problem.  The member is aware that Tom Price hospital does not have an operating theatre.  That is not to say 
minor procedures cannot be done at the hospital.  If the services of an operating theatre are required, that patient 
is transported out of the town, generally by the Royal Flying Doctor Service.  However, arrangements may be 
made for lower risk cases to transfer themselves if they are a category code 4 or 5 and do not require urgent 
treatment.  Arrangements will be made to subsidise their travel.  Certainly in any case when the need was there 
and there were clinical grounds for surgery which required transportation through the hospital, it would be done.   
Mr B.J. Grylls:  The problem is with the travel from Port Hedland to get home.   
Mr J.A. McGINTY:  Given that the member raised this particular case, I will outline what occurred.  On 
17 August Mrs Ryle presented to the Tom Price hospital with an anal complaint.  The hospital referred her to the 
local GP, and that was per clinical judgment.  She was thereafter a private patient of a private GP and had no 
further contact with the hospital.  She had an operation that was an incision and drainage of an ischiorectal 
abscess on 8 September 2006 at seven o’clock in the morning.  The patient was discharged at 10.30 that 
morning, which tends to indicate that it was a day procedure.  The operation was the result of a private referral 
from her private GP in Tom Price.  She returned to the hospital later that day, presenting at the emergency 
department at 1800 hours.  She was seen by the triage nurse at 1804 hours, taken in for observation at 
1820 hours, saw a doctor at 1845 hours and left at 1900 hours.  She was classified as triage category code 4, 
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which means that a patient must be seen within two hours, which is what occurred.  The notes were to the effect 
that no treatment was required.   
On 13 September, she again presented to the Port Hedland hospital following a reference from her private GP in 
Tom Price.  She presented to the Port Hedland emergency department on 13 September at 1612 hours, the first 
treatment being received at 1625 hours.  She was triaged as category code 5, which means that she should be 
seen within four hours.  The resident salaried surgeon Mr Kevin Smith saw her and at 1900 hours prepared her 
for surgery, which was the draining of an abscess.  The medical notes say that Mrs Ryle was uncomfortable; 
however the condition she presented was not considered in any way life threatening and surgery was undertaken 
for comfort.  At 1935 hours the anaesthetist arrived and surgery commenced at 1958 hours, which was within the 
category code 5 guideline, and finished at 1200 hours.  She was transferred to the ward and discharged the 
following day with an uneventful post-op and Panadol administered for pain relief.  If someone opts to go 
through a private GP and be referred to another hospital, that is their business.   
I will undertake to ensure that the issues that the member has raised will be properly followed-up by the local 
health administration in Tom Price and the WA Country Health Service to make sure that there is nothing 
untoward or improper in the way in which they handle issues in the light of a very heated local environment in 
which there is a lot of misinformation flying around in Tom Price.   
 


